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The contemplative character of the Arabs has laid hold
of me. I spend inactive hours gazing into space conjuring up
pictures of the kaleidoscopic past, which accentuate by contrast
the serenity of the present.
It is the sunset hour.   The opposite river bank is illumined
like an orange ribbon.   Beyond it the Aures, pink and purple,
reflect the sinking sun.   The desert space that joins the sky is
luminous with light.   A sudden stir in the garden obliges me
to look around with the feeling of one who is disturbed at prayer.
Lakdar is hurrying towards a tall burnoused figure whom he
kisses reverently on the shoulder.   My visitor is the Bash-
Agha, chieftain of all the oases and tribes that extend from the
Aures far into the southern desert.   He walks across the
garden with great dignity, weighed down by his ample gold
embroidered burnous.   He wears a high turban swathed around
with camel hair cords of brown and black, entwined with gold,
I am reminded of Bellini's picture of Mohamed the Conqueror.
His nose and brow betray the breeding of his pure race and his
descent from kings.   After our exchange of greetings he seats
himself on the multi-coloured carpet, and his servant, a giant
negro swathed in white, squats at the foot of a palm tree out
of sound.
The beauty of the evening is beyond words; I am
overwhelmed by a sense of gratitude to Allah for his great
goodness.
As we sit there on the terraced edge above the river bed
that is wide and deep, we are both wrapped in meditative
contemplation.
We stare before us.
What does my impassive companion see in that void?
What do I see ?
A cloud of dust looms up from beyond It approaches,
I see a phantom procession marching in irregular f onnation.
It comes nearer—it passes by-—I recognize the living and the
dead, friends and foes of the past, ghosts all of them. Some
look up at me :
A little curly-headed boy with wistful face and dressed In
a white sailor suit runs ahead. He has seen me, he raises one
hand, as it were a sign, and calls out: " N'aie pas pew, i>

